Your Guide To
Finding Quality
Patients Online
DIGITAL MARKETING STRATEGIES YOU NEED TO
KNOW BEFORE SPENDING ANOTHER DOLLAR

The Techniques Have Changed...
The field of medicine is always evolving to find safer, faster and more effective treatment methods.
You make it a priority to keep up with these changes in order to provide the best care for your patients.
Marketing techniques have also changed over time, but are you keeping up with that evolution? Since
your marketing dollars are at stake, you really should be.
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Your Patients Have Changed...
Your patients want to feel empowered. They’re looking for information, and they want it now. Once
they’ve made a health-related decision, they want to take action right away, easily. And in ever-growing
numbers, they’re doing all of this online - and often, from a mobile device.
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Have You Changed to Keep Up?
SIGNS YOU’RE BEHIND THE TIMES
You may be doing a lot of marketing "activities" but not getting enough of the right
type of new patients
Your competitors are getting a larger share of the market
Your digital marketing relies primarily on your website, SEO, and a Facebook page

“Digital Done Right” Delivers High-Quality,
Motivated Patients
If you’re one of the practices still spending a lot of your budget on traditional tactics, it’s time to rethink
your approach. Digital marketing is the most effective way to find patients who are actively looking for a
local healthcare provider - when it’s done the right way.
Digital marketing is much more than having a website, a Facebook page and patient portal - but it doesn’t
have to be confusing, and it should provide real ROI. Unlike healthcare, you need access to data and
science to do digital marketing right - and Netsertive can help.
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Direct Mail

Social Media

Targeted Social Advertising

Direct mail used to be more
effective; now it’s expensive
and hard to break through
the junk mail clutter.

It’s easy to create a Facebook
page or a Twitter account - but
it can be very difficult to get
engagement - it can feel like a
waste of precious time. But, 2/3
of US adults are on Facebook,
so there is opportunity...

Social media advertising is a very
cost effective way to reach valuable,
motivated patients where they’re
already engaged - yet only 26% of
practices are active here. 1

The average patient checks their mobile device 150x per day and
Facebook 14x per day.2
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TV Ads

Online Video

Intelligent Video Distribution

TV advertising may have
worked well in the past, but
it’s expensive. With so
many non-traditional ways
to view video content, your
best potential patients aren’t
watching TV ads. 75% of
people access a 2nd screen
during TV shows. 3

You hear how important online
video is, but you don’t know
how to break in - or maybe
you already tried, but your
YouTube channel has little to
no exposure. There’s a reason
it’s the quickest-growing ad
category, companies using video
in their content marketing mix
show a 66% higher average
website conversion rate (4.8%
vs. 2.9%). 4

On YouTube alone, Healthcare related
searches have doubled in the past year
to 1 Billion! It’s a lucrative area when
videos are optimized properly and
promoted in the right places.
With Netsertive, you can leverage the
power of content networks to reach
far beyond YouTube and find potential
new patients.

By 2019, video will account for about 78% of the world’s mobile
data traffic. 5
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Source: https://getreferralmd.com/2013/09/healthcare-social-media-statistics/
Source: “150x” KPCB Internet Trends D11 Conference 2013. “15-20x” Facebook Q1 2013 Earnings Call
Source: Millward Brown Digital study commissioned by Facebook, March 2014.
Source: https://www.aberdeen.com/cmo-essentials/39-essential-content-marketing-facts/
Source: https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/306923
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Billboards

Display Ads

Smarter Online Advertising

It may feel good to see your
practice on a billboard as
you’re driving around your
city - but really, how many
leads has that billboard
gotten you lately?

Today’s version of billboards
are online display ads - the best
way to get a creative message
in front of a local audience. But,
peppering the Internet with
banner ads without a plan is
likely to just drain your budget...

With Netsertive, we’ll help you find the
right places to run ads - and we’ll help
implement Smart Targeting, which is
delivering ads to people who fit your
ideal patient profile.

Netsertive uses real data to help you determine the right places
to distribute your messages.
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Yellow Pages

Online Video

Intelligent Video Distribution

It used to be that if you
wanted a new patient to find
you, you had to be in the
Yellow Pages. How often do
you pick up a printed phone
book today?

Search is a huge driver of
exposure for practices - almost
80% of all healthcare-related
research starts with a search!

When you use collective data from
Healthcare networks to make smarter
search campaign decisions, you can
realize huge results.

But when search campaigns are
implemented with little data,
they can become costly and
return very little on
your investment...

The average Google rank for practices
using data-driven search with
Netsertive is 1.6 - and the average
conversion rate is 16.74%, 5x the
industry average.

80% of “near me” searches happen on mobile - you need to reach
patients on their devices when they are looking.

Netsertive Knows Digital Marketing
for Healthcare
Stop spending money on marketing that doesn’t work - whether it’s traditional tactics that are losing
relevance or online efforts that fall flat. Lots of companies claim they help with digital marketing, but our
unique approach combines technology and expertise to deliver high-quality patients.
Netsertive develops custom digital marketing campaigns that drive acquisition of profitable patients.
Our proprietary digital marketing intelligence platform yields a data-driven methodology for digital
marketing that strips out the guesswork and lets you maximize the return on your marketing investment.
And, we’re dynamic, meaning that your campaigns will never get stale - we update them hundreds of
times a month to track in real-time with changing patient behavior.

Strategy

Technology

Speed

Acquire high quality
patients with a targeted
plan customized to you

Leverage Healthcare
data intelligence to strip
away guesswork

Easily execute local
digital campaigns to
realize results FAST

NETSERTIVE LETS THE NUMBERS DO THE TALKING FOR LOCAL PRACTICE SUCCESS:
DAILY CAMPAIGN CHANGES
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Key Takeaways
To acquire more prof itable local patients online, you need to:
1. Understand the evolution of your patients online - and how they behave while looking for medical information.
2. Know how data driven your current marketing is - and how often it adapts to changing patient habits
in real-time.
3. Partner with a company who invests the time and resources in you to help you achieve your goals.

